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Abstract

It has been recently shown that the coherent component of light propagating in transversally
disordered media exhibits an analogue spin Hall effect (SHE). In non-resonant materials, how-
ever, the SHE shows up at a scale much larger than the mean free path, making its observation
challenging due to the exponential attenuation of the coherent mode. Here, we show that in
disordered photonic arrays, the SHE on the contrary appears at a scale smaller than the mean
free path if one operates in the close vicinity of the second, transverse-magnetic Mie resonance
of the array. In combination with a weak measurement, this gives rise to a giant SHE visible in
optically-thin arrays. Furthermore, we find that by additionally exploiting the coherent flash of
light following the abrupt extinction of the incoming beam, one can achieve a time-dependent
SHE, observable at large optical thickness as well.
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1 Introduction

The spin Hall effect (SHE) refers to a spin accumulation on the lateral surfaces of electric
current carrying materials [1–4]. In contrast to the standard Hall effect, the SHE does not
require any magnetic field but relies on the existence of a spin-orbit interaction. In the optical
context, the SHE has a counterpart known as the SHE of light. Analogously to its electronic
version, the SHE of light manifests itself by a transverse shift of right- or left-handed circularly-
polarized beams in the plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation [5]. This effect
typically arises as a result of the small coupling between the beam polarization and field gra-
dient [6–8]. Spin Hall effects of light have been described in various optical systems, such as
dielectric interfaces [9–11], gradient-index materials [12–14], non-paraxial beams [15–17],
plasmonic systems [11,18,19] or for beams propagating along curved optical trajectories [20].
Although naturally small, the SHE is customarily measured by means of the technique of weak
quantum measurements [9–11,21,22].

Recently, it was shown that a SHE of light also exists in three-dimensional, statistically
anisotropic random media displaying disorder in two directions only [23, 24] (‘transverse’
disorder geometry [25–27]). Precisely, in these systems a SHE emerges in the coherent mode
of the total optical signal transmitted through the medium. The coherent mode refers to the
portion of light that remains coherent with the incident beam and, as such, propagates in the
disorder without change in the direction of propagation [28]. For a circularly polarized beam
of wavelength λ impinging on the random medium at a finite, small angle of incidence θ , the
SHE corresponds to a lateral shift ∼ λ/(2π sinθ ) of the centroid of the coherent mode, the
effect being enhanced to the beam-width scale if a weak-measurement is performed [23,24].

A main obstacle to the detection of the SHE in a transversally disordered medium of thick-
ness L, however, is the exponential attenuation of the coherent mode as exp(−L/ℓscat), where
ℓscat is the scattering mean free path along the axis perpendicular to the disordered plane.
Indeed, without special care the SHE appears at a characteristic scale ℓS ∼ ℓscat/ sin2 θ ≫ ℓscat
where the coherent mode is no longer easily detectable. In [24], it was shown that ℓS could
be reduced to a few mean free paths via a fine-tuning of the disorder correlation length. This
strategy, however, may be inconvenient in practice as the disorder correlation is not necessarily
controllable in structured materials. In this paper, we provide a decisive solution to this prob-
lem, by considering the propagation of light in transversally disordered photonic arrays made
of resonant dielectric tubes. In such a system, we first show that tuning the light frequency in
the vicinity of the lowest transverse-magnetic (TM) Mie resonance leads to a strong decrease
of the spin Hall mean free path ℓS to a value much smaller than ℓscat. In combination with
a weak-measurement scheme, this gives rise to a giant SHE of the coherent mode, visible in
optically-thin media (L ∼ ℓscat). Second, we provide a temporal description of the SHE follow-
ing the abrupt extinction of the beam impinging on the photonic array. This protocol is known
to generate a coherent flash of light, associated with the long dwell time of the resonant scat-
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terers [29–31]. By again operating in the close vicinity of the TM resonance, we find that the
coherent flash acquires a long-lived temporal tail, while a time-dependent SHE emerges over
a much shorter time scale. This complementary setup thus offers the possibility to measure a
sizeable SHE of light in optical-thick random media (L≫ ℓscat) as well.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we first recall the main elements of light
scattering by a long dielectric tube, the building block of our photonic array. This allows us to
derive a simple analytical expression for the T−matrix of a single tube in the low-frequency
limit, where only the two lowest Mie resonances are considered. We show, in particular, that
the second resonance, addressed using a TM excitation, has a very narrow spectral width
scaling as θ2. The core subject of the paper, the scattering of light by a transversally-disordered
photonic array, is then introduced in Sec. 3. There we compute the transmission coefficient
of the array and obtain an analytical formula for the disorder-average transmitted electric
field. These results are exploited in Sec. 4, where we compute the SHE of the coherent mode
and study its behavior in the vicinity of the TM resonance. In combination with a weak-
measurement approach, we show that the narrow width of this resonance leads to a giant
SHE arising at a scale smaller than the mean free path. Sec. 5, finally, addresses the temporal
dependence of SHE of light in a random array following the abrupt extinction of the incident
beam. In the vicinity of the TM resonance, we reveal the existence of a long-lived coherent
flash of light, together with a SHE emerging at a shorter time scale. Our main results are
summarized in Sec. 6, and technical results are collected in three appendices.

2 Scattering of light by a narrow cylinder

2.1 T -matrix

In this section, we recall the main elements of the scattering theory of light by a single,
infinitely-long dielectric cylinder, see Fig. 1(a). Our goal here is to provide a simple expression
for the T -matrix of such a scatterer, which will be used in the next section as the building block
of the problem of light scattering by a random photonic array.

Let us consider an incident, monochromatic plane wave Ein(r ) = E in exp(ik in · r ), whose
wavevector k in = ω/c0(− sinθe x + cosθez) makes an angle θ with the cylinder axis z, see
Fig. 1(a) (ω is the frequency and c0 the vacuum speed of light). We express the constant
field amplitude as E in = ETM

i eTM
i + ETE

i eTE
i , where the unit vectors eTM

i = cosθe x + sinθez

and eTE
i = −e y are such that eTE

i × eTM
i = k̂ in [32]. The cases ETM

i = 0 and ETE
i = 0 define

the transverse-electric (TE) and transverse-magnetic (TM) modes, where the incident electric
field has a zero (nonzero) component along the cylinder axis, respectively. In the presence of
the cylinder, the total electric field decomposes as E= Ein+Es, where the scattered field Es(r )
at any point r = [r⊥ = (x , y), z] is given by

Es(r ) =

∫

d3k ′

(2π)3
eik ′·r G0(k

′) · T(k ′ − k in) · E in. (1)

Here T is the T -matrix of the cylinder, i.e., the scattering amplitude for the elastic process
k in→ k ′, and G0 is the free-space Green’s tensor:

G0(k
′) =
�

I−
k ′ ⊗ k ′

ω2/c2
0

�

1

ω2/c2
0 − k ′2 + i0+

, (2)

where the ⊗ symbol refers to a dyadic product. A compact, diagrammatic representation of
the scattered field (1) is represented in Fig. 2(a).
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Scattering of light by a single, infinitely-long cylinder of radius ρ. The
incident wavevector k in makes an angle θ with the cylinder axis z. During the scat-
tering process, the z−component of the wavevector, kz = (ω/c0) cosθ , is conserved.
The projection of k in in the transverse plane (x , y) is denoted by k0. (b) Transmis-
sion of light through a random photonic array of dielectric cylinders (of thickness L).
Upon crossing the array, the coherent mode intensity exhibits a spin Hall shift R y(L)
along the y−axis.

For a cylinder infinitely extended along z, the z-component of the wave vector is conserved
during the scattering process. This imposes T (k ′ − k in) = 2πδ(k′z − kz)T (k

′
⊥ − k0), with k ′⊥

and k0 = −(ω/c0) sinθe x respectively the projections of k ′ and k in onto the transverse plane
(x , y), and k′z and kz = (ω/c0) cosθ their projections onto the z-axis. Equation (1) becomes:

Es(r ) =
�

I−
(kzez−i∇⊥)⊗ (kzez−i∇⊥)

ω2/c2
0

�

∫

d2k ′⊥
(2π)2

eik ′⊥·r⊥+ikzz

ω2/c2
0−k2

z−k′2⊥+i0+
T(k ′⊥−k0) · E in. (3)

Far from the cylinder axis, i.e., for k0r⊥ ≫ 1, the angular integral is dominated by the
stationary phase corresponding to k ′⊥ aligned with r⊥. The integral over k ′⊥ then simplifies to

∫ ∞

0

k′⊥dk′⊥
(2π)2

√

√

√
2π

ik′⊥r⊥

eik′⊥r⊥+ikzz

ω2/c2
0−k2

z−k′2⊥+i0+
T(k′⊥eρ−k0) · E in, (4)

where eρ ≡ r⊥/r⊥. The remaining integral is computed by the residue theorem, yielding:

Es(r )≃ i
e3iπ/4

4

√

√ 2
πk0r⊥

eiks·r
�

I− k̂s ⊗ k̂s

�

· T(k0eρ − k0) · E in, (5)

where k0 ≡ |k0|=
q

ω2/c2
0 − k2

z and we have introduced ks ≡ k0eρ+ kzez , the wave vector of
the scattered field at point r , see Fig. 1(a). Note that due to transversality, k̂s · Es = 0. There-
fore, the scattered field can naturally be decomposed along the vectors eTM

s = − cosθeρ+sinθez
and eTE

s = eφ , so that eTE
s × eTM

s = k̂s. Denoting by ETM
s and ETE

s the two components of the
electric field in this local basis, we can formally rewrite Eq. (5) as

�

ETM
s

ETE
s

�

= e3iπ/4

√

√ 2
πk0r⊥

eiks·r
�

T1 T4
T3 T2

��

ETM
i

ETE
i

�

. (6)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Diagrammatic representation of the field (1) scattered by a single
cylinder. The circled cross symbol represents the T -matrix of the cylinder. (b) Di-
agrammatic representation of the multiply scattered field (15). The sums run over
the number N of cylindrical scatterers. Remember that multiple scattering here takes
place in the (x , y) plane only.

The explicit expression of the coefficients Ti can be calculated from Mie theory, by expanding
the total field on the basis of vector cylindrical harmonics and imposing the continuity of
tangential components of electric and magnetic fields at the cylinder boundary. The approach
is a bit involved and can be found in [32]. It provides

T1 = b0I + 2
∞
∑

n=1

bnI cos(n(π−φ))

T2 = a0II + 2
∞
∑

n=1

anII cos(n(π−φ))

T3 = −2i
∞
∑

n=1

anI sin(n(π−φ)) = −T4,

(7)

whereπ−φ is the angle between k0 and k0eρ, see Fig. 1(a). The an and bn are Mie coefficients
that are functions of the size parameter kρ, where k ≡ω/c0 and ρ is the radius of the cylinder.
They exhibit an infinite set of resonances, see the example (9) below and Appendix A for their
analytical expressions.

2.2 Low-frequency limit

In the rest of this manuscript, we assume a small angle of incidence, θ ≪ 1. We also focus on
the low frequency limit, kρ ≪ 1. More precisely, we restrict ourselves to the two lowest Mie
resonances of the problem, which turn out to constitute the minimal resonant model to capture
the spin Hall effect (see Sec. 3). The lowest resonance is included in the Mie coefficients of
order n = 1, which further satisfy a1II ≃ b1I ≃ −ia1I at low frequency and small angle, while
the next one is in the coefficient b0I. These observations allow us to express the T -matrix in
terms of the coefficients b0I and a1I only:

T= −i

�

T1 T4
T3 T2

�

≃ −i

�

b0I + 2ia1I cosφ 2ia1I sinφ
−2ia1I sinφ 2ia1I cosφ

�

. (8)

The exact expression of b0I is, for instance, given by (see [32] or Appendix A)

b0I =
m2kρ sinθ J1(η)J0(kρ sinθ )−ηJ0(η)J1(kρ sinθ )

m2kρ sinθ J1(η)H
(1)
0 (kρ sinθ )−ηJ0(η)H

(1)
1 (kρ sinθ )

, (9)

where η= kρ
p

m2 − cos2 θ , with m the refractive index of the cylinder relative to that of the
surrounding medium. The ratio (9) still includes an infinite set of resonances as a function of
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Figure 3: Scattering cross-section for the TE and TM modes, computed from Eq. (14)
using m = 5 and sinθ = 0.05. Here we only show the two lowest Mie resonances.
The solid and dashed curve are the result of the exact Mie calculation for the TM and
TE modes, respectively. In the TM case, a very sharp resonance of width∝ sin2 θ

generically shows up at ω=ω1. The dotted curve shows the Lorentzian approxima-
tion, Eq.s (10) and (12), in the TM mode for comparison.

kρ. As we wish to focus on the lowest one only, we further simplify Eq. (9) by linearizing the
various Bessel functions around the first zero of the denominator. This calculation is tedious
but straightforward, and leads to the simple Lorentzian approximation:

b0I ≃
iΓ1/2

ω−ω1 + iΓ1/2
(10)

where, at small θ , the resonance frequency ω1 and its bandwidth Γ1 are given by

ω1 ≃
c0α

ρ
p

m2 − 1
and Γ1 ≃

c0mαπ sin2 θ

ρ(m2 − 1)
, (11)

with α ≃ 2.4048. Notice that Γ1(θ → 0)∝ θ2 → 0, a key property that will be at the origin
of a giant spin Hall effect in the random array. A similar approximation for a1I gives:

a1I ≃ −
1
2

Γ0/2(ω/ω0)2

ω−ω0 + iΓ0/2(ω/ω0)2
. (12)

The resonance frequencyω0 and the bandwidth Γ0 have more complicated expressions, which
are given in Appendix B for clarity. They show, in particular, that in contrast to Γ1, at small
angle Γ0 varies very weakly with θ . Equations (8), (10) and (12) constitute a minimal model
for light scattering by a cylinder at low frequency, where only the two lowest Mie resonances
are considered.

2.3 Properties of lowest Mie resonances

To conclude this section, we briefly discuss the main properties of the two resonances (10)
and (12), as well as the accuracy of the Lorentzian approximations made. To this aim, it is
convenient to evaluate the scattering cross section σs of the cylinder, defined as

σs =

∫

AΠs.eρdA

|Πi|
(13)
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where Πi,s = 1/(2iωµ0)ℜ[Ei,s×(∇×E∗i,s)] is the Poynting vector of the incident and scattered
fields, and A is a fictitious surface enclosing the cylinder in the far field. Inserting Eq. (6) into
this definition, we find

σTE
s

2ρL
=

2
kρ
〈T2

2 + T2
4 〉φ

σTM
s

2ρL
=

2
kρ
〈T2

1 + T2
3 〉φ (14)

for the TE (ETM
i = 0) and TM (ETE

i = 0) polarization modes. In Eq. (14), 〈. . .〉φ refers to an
angular average over φ and we have normalized σs by the geometrical cross section 2ρL of
the cylinder. The scattering cross section in the two polarization modes is shown in Fig. 3. The
prediction of Mie theory, based on the exact expressions (7) of the coefficients of the T -matrix,
is displayed together with the Lorentzian approximation in the TM case, based on Eqs. (8),
(10) and (12). The plot confirms the good accuracy of the simple Lorentzian model, on which
we will rely in the rest of the paper.

Fig. 3 also confirms that the resonance at ω0 is the lowest one. This resonance shows
up both in the TE and TM modes, and is rather broad even for large values of the relative
refractive index m of the cylinder. As mentioned above, both ω0 and Γ0 weakly depend on the
angle of incidence θ . The second resonance, at ω1 >ω0, only shows up in the TM mode, and
for this reason will be referred to as the ‘TM resonance’ in the following. Its most remarkable
property is its sharpness, which stems from the proportionality of Γ1 to sin2 θ ≪ 1 at small θ ,
see Eq. (11). In Sec. 4, this property will be at the basis of a giant spin Hall effect in random
photonic arrays of cylinders excited in the close vicinity of ω1.

3 Scattering of light by a random photonic array

3.1 Dyson equation

Let us now consider scattering of light by an array made of a large number of identical, ran-
domly distributed cylindrical scatterers with parallel axes. The electric field E(r ) at some point
r within the array is now given by a sum over multiple scattering trajectories, as sketched in
Fig. 2(b). In terms of the Fourier components E(k⊥, kz) =

∫

d2r⊥dze−ik⊥·r⊥−ikzzE(r ), the
multiple scattering sequence is iterated by the relation

E(k⊥, kz) = Ein(k⊥, kz) +
∑

j

∫

d2k ′⊥
(2π)3

G0(k⊥, kz) · T j(k⊥−k ′⊥) · E(k
′
⊥, kz), (15)

where T j refers to the T -matrix of the cylinder j and the sum runs over the number of cylinders
of the array. This relation generalizes the single-scattering solution (1). Notice the conserva-
tion of kz due to translation invariance along z. Denoting by r⊥ j the (random) position of the
cylinder j in the transverse plane (x , y), we have T j(k⊥−k ′⊥)≃ T e−i(k⊥−k ′⊥)·r⊥ j , where T is
the T−matrix of the cylinder located at r⊥ j = 0.

From now on, we focus on the statistical average E of Eq. (15) over the cylinder positions,
which we denote by an overbar. In general, this average can not be computed analytically
exactly due to the multiple correlations between the scatterers. Here, however, we assume a
dilute distribution of the cylinders, i.e., nρ2≪ 1, with n the surface density of the cylinders and
ρ the cylinder radius. Under this condition, the probability that the scattered light “returns”
to a scatterer already visited is very small, such that we have T j · Es ≃ T j · Es (independent-
scattering approximation). Taking the cylinder positions r⊥ j uniformly distributed, averaging
Eq. (15) gives

E(k⊥, kz) = Ein(k⊥, kz) +G0(k⊥, kz) · nT · E(k⊥, kz). (16)
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For a point-source emitting light within the array, this relation is simply generalized in terms
of a disorder-average Green’s tensor G, which obeys

G(k⊥, kz) = G0(k⊥, kz) +G0(k⊥, kz) · nT ·G(k⊥, kz). (17)

Equation (17) is known as the Dyson equation at the independent-scattering approximation
[33]. From the knowledge of the T -matrix of a single cylinder, the average Green’s tensor of
the random array thus follows from

G(k⊥, kz) = [G
−1
0 (k⊥, kz)−Σ]−1, (18)

with Σ≡ nT, a quantity known as the self-energy tensor [33].

3.2 Disorder-average transmitted field

In this paper, we aim at describing the coherent component of light transmitted through a
random photonic array of thickness L, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). This corresponds to the
portion of the incident beam that propagates ballistically in the array. It is described by the
disorder average of the transmitted field, whose Fourier distribution follows from the input-
output relation

E(k⊥, z= L) = t(k⊥, L) · E(k⊥, z=0), (19)

where E(k⊥, z = 0) is the Fourier distribution of the field at the entrance of the array. In the
following, we take the latter of the form

E(k⊥, z=0) =
p

2πw0 exp[−(k⊥ − k0)
2w2

0/4]e0 (20)

with k0w0 ≫ 1. This models a collimated beam of intensity distribution normalized to unity,
i.e.,
∫

d2k⊥/(2π)2|E(k⊥, z = 0)|2 = 1, and of unit polarization vector e0. A fundamental
quantity in Eq. (19) is the average transmission matrix of the array t. The latter is given by
the Fisher-Lee formula [34]:

t(k⊥, L) = 2i
Ç

k2 − k2
⊥G(k⊥, z= L). (21)

From Eqs. (19) and (21), the problem thus reduces to evaluating the average Green’s tensor
of the array. This can be done by computing the tensor inverse in the right-hand side of the
Dyson equation (18). This problem was previously tackled in [23,24], in the simpler case of a
continuous, non-resonant random medium. To make contact with these works, it is convenient
to rewrite the T−matrix (8) of a single scatterer in the global basis (x , y, z). At small angle
θ ≪ 1, we find after a basis change:

Σ=





Σx x 0 0
0 Σx x 0
0 0 Σzz





(x ,y,z)

(22)

where

Σx x = −8na1I = 4n
Γ0/2(ω/ω0)2

ω−ω0 + iΓ0/2(ω/ω0)2
(23)

and

Σzz = −
4inb0I

sin2 θ
=

4n

sin2 θ

Γ1/2
ω−ω1 + iΓ1/2

. (24)

Note that the fact that the self-energy tensor is diagonal is not related to the resonant character
of the photonic array, but to its uniaxial anisotropy. In particular, the same diagonal structure
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was found in [23] within a non-resonant, continuous model of transverse disorder. Inserting
Eq. (22) into Eq. (18) and using Eq. (21), we obtain [23,24]

t(k⊥, L)=eikz L
�

e−iΣTE L/2kzδi j−e−iΣTM L/2kz k̂i k̂ j

+
e−iΣTE L/2kz−e−iΣTM L/2kz

k̂2
⊥

(δiz k̂ j k̂z+δ jz k̂i k̂z −δizδ jz−k̂i k̂ j)
�

, (25)

where kz =
q

ω2/c2 − k2
⊥. The two complex rates ΣTE/TM are defined as

ΣTE = Σx x , ΣTM = Σx x + (Σzz −Σx x) sin
2 θ , (26)

where the ‘TE’ and ‘TM’ labeling will be shortly clarified. Combining Eqs. (19), (20), (21) and
(25), we finally obtain the exact expression of the average transmitted field:

E(k⊥, L) =
p

2πw0e−(k⊥−k0)2w2
0/4eikz L
�

e−iΣTE L/2kz e0 + (e
−iΣTM L/2kz − e−iΣTE L/2kz )p(k⊥)

�

. (27)

Here p(k⊥) ≡ (k̂⊥ · e0)k̂⊥ + (ez · e0)ez is the projection of the initial polarization e0 onto the
(k̂⊥ ≡ k⊥/k⊥, ẑ) plane.

Equation (27), together with Eqs. (23) and (24), will be at the basis of all subsequent
results of the paper. The physics behind this equation, however, deserves a few comments.
First, as is common in random media, Eq. (27) indicates that the average field is exponentially
attenuated with L (due to the imaginary part of the self-energies ΣTE,TM). This attenuation
fundamentally originates from the destructive interference between the incident beam and the
light scattered in the forward direction k̂0 in the transverse plane [28]. Here, however, the
attenuation involves two different self-energies ΣTE and ΣTM, which turn out to correspond to
the two polarization modes of the problem discussed in Sec. 2. Indeed, for e0 = eTE,TM

i Eq.
(27) reduces to E(k0, z)∝ e−iΣTE,TMz/2kz eTE,TM

i . Second, while the first term in the right-hand
side of Eq. (27) describes an evolution of the average field without deformation of its spatial
profile, the latter is modified by the second term, via a coupling between the transverse wave
vector k⊥ and the polarization e0, encoded in p(k⊥). This showcases the phenomenon of
spin-orbit interaction of light, which is responsible for the spin Hall effect addressed in the
next section.

4 Resonant spin Hall effect

4.1 Intensity distribution of the coherent mode

We now evaluate the spatial, intensity distribution of the coherent mode of the photonic ar-
ray, defined as I(r⊥, L) ≡ |E(r⊥, L)|2, where E(r⊥, L) is the Fourier transform of Eq. (27).
Introducing k±⊥ = k⊥ ± q/2, we can write

I(r⊥, L) =

∫

d2k⊥
(2π)2

∫

d2q
(2π)2

eiq ·r⊥E(k+⊥, L) · E
∗
(k−⊥, L). (28)

The incident beam (20) being collimated around k⊥ = k0, the product of the two average
fields can be expanded at small q :

E(k+⊥, L) · E
∗
(k−⊥, L)≃ e−w2

0q2/8
�

|E(k⊥, L)|2 + q ·∇q[E(k
+
⊥, L) · E

∗
(k−⊥, L)]|q→0

	

. (29)
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This leads to

I(r⊥, L) =

∫

d2q
(2π)2

e−w2
0q2/8
�

1− iq ·R⊥(L)
�

eiq ·r⊥

∫

d2k⊥
(2π)2

|E(k⊥, L)|2, (30)

where

R⊥(L) =
i
∫ d2 K
(2π)2∇q[E(K+, L) · E

∗
(K−, L)]q→0

∫ d2 K
(2π)2 |E(K , L)|2

≡

∫

d2r⊥r⊥ I(r⊥, L)
∫

dr⊥ I(r⊥, L)
(31)

is the beam centroid in the transverse plane (x , y). The integral over q in Eq. (30) is dominated
by small q−values, so that we can accurately replace the term inside the squared brackets by
an exponential factor. This finally gives:

I(r⊥, L)≃ I(L)e−2|r⊥−R⊥(L)|2/w2
0 , (32)

where

I(L)≡ I0

∫

d2k⊥
(2π)2

|E(k⊥, L)|2 = I(R⊥(L), L) (33)

with I0 ≡ 2/(πw2
0). Equation (32) describes a rigid spatial shift R⊥(L) of the centroid of the

coherent mode in the transverse plane (x , y) at the output of the medium. We will see next
that the most interesting effects due to the spin-orbit term in Eq. (27) manifest themselves
through this shift.

4.2 Intensity at the beam center

We first discuss the intensity I(L) of the coherent mode at the beam center, which can be
computed from Eq.s (27)and (33) . For TE- or TM-polarized light (i.e., e0 = eTE

i or eTM
i ), we

find at small angle

I(L) = I0 exp
� L ImΣTE/TM

k

�

, (34)

which describes an exponential decay respectively governed by the imaginary parts ImΣTE < 0
or ImΣTM < 0. As usually in a disordered medium, this decay provides an effective-medium
description for the propagation of the ballistic mode, which gets depleted at the scale of a
mean free path due to scattering in other directions [28]. As mentioned above, a difference
with standard isotropic random media is that the decay here involves two different mean free
paths −k/ImΣTE,TM, one for each mode. In the following, we will use as a benchmark for all
length scales along z the TE scattering mean free path, denoted by ℓscat

1:

1
ℓscat
≡ −

1
k

ImΣTE =
4n
k

(Γ0/2)2(ω/ω0)4

(ω−ω0)2 + (Γ0/2)2(ω/ω0)4
, (35)

where we have used Eqs. (23) and (26) in the second equality. We will also frequently use the
value of the mean free path exactly at the resonance, ℓ0scat ≡ ℓscat(ω0) = k/4n.

For an arbitrary polarization of the incident beam, I(L) is a weighted sum of the two
exponential decays (34). For a reason that will be discussed in the next section, the emergence

1For the balanced polarization mixture considered hereafter, the coherent intensity (36) involves both the TE
and TM mean free paths. However, as discussed in the next section, away from the TM resonance we have
ImΣTM ≃ ImΣTE, while at the TM resonance ImΣTM≫ ImΣTE. Therefore, in both cases I(L)∝ exp(LImΣTE/k) at
large enough L.

10
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Figure 4: Intensity I(L) of the coherent mode at the beam center for a bal-
anced mixture of the TE/TM modes, Eq. (36), as a function of the detuning
∆ = (ω − ω0)/(Γ0/2) relative to the lowest Mie resonance of the photonic array.
The curves correspond to three values of the angle of incidence θ . In each case,
the sharp resonance at ω = ω1 is visible, and becomes narrower as θ decreases.
The relative cylinder refractive index is set to m = 3 and the optical thickness to
L = 3ℓ0scat. The dashed curve shows the intensity in the TE mode for comparison,
i.e., I(L) = I0 exp(−L/ℓscat).

of a nonzero spin Hall effect imposes the use of a laser populating both modes. In particular,
for a balanced mixture of the two modes [see Eq. (41) below], we have:

I(L) =
I0

2

�

eL ImΣTE/k + eL ImΣTM/k
�

. (36)

It is instructive, at this stage, to display the coherent mode intensity as a function of the fre-
quency ω −ω0 relative to the lowest Mie resonance, see Fig. 4. The intensity exhibits two
local minima, corresponding to the two resonances at ω0 and ω1 [with the TM resonance at
ω1 originating from ΣTM only, see Eq. (26)]. The plot, in particular, showcases the sharp char-
acter of the TM resonance, whose width Γ1∝ sin2 θ . Note that the distance (ω1−ω0)/(Γ0/2)
between the resonances increases as the angle of incidence θ decreases. This is essentially due
to the θ -dependence of ω0 and Γ0, which are slowly decreasing functions of θ [ω1 is, on the
contrary, nearly independent of θ , see Eq. (11)].

4.3 Resonant spin Hall effect

We now examine the beam centroid R⊥(L), which is the most important feature of Eq. (32).
To this aim, we calculate the integrand in Eq. (31) using the general expression (27) of the
momentum distribution of the average field. For an arbitrary polarization e0, this integrand
reads:

E(k+⊥, L) · E
∗
(k−⊥, L) = 2πw2

0 exp [−w2
0(k⊥ − k0)

2/2−w2
0q2/8+ i(k+z − k−z )L] (37)

×
¦

|e−iΣTE L/2kz |2 − |e0 · k̂
−
⊥|

2
�

|e−iΣTE L/2kz |2 − e−i(ΣTE−Σ∗TM)L/2kz
�

− |e0 · k̂
+
⊥|

2
�

|e−iΣTE L/2kz |2 − e−i(ΣTM−Σ∗TE)L/2kz
�

+ (e0 · k̂
+
⊥)(e0 · k̂

−
⊥)
�

|e−iΣTE L/2kz |2+|e−iΣTM L/2kz |2−e−i(ΣTE−Σ∗TM)L/2kz − e−i(ΣTM−Σ∗TE)L/2kz
�

©

,
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where k±⊥ = k⊥ ± q/2 and k±z =
q

k2 − k±⊥. In this expression, the non-zero contributions to
the q -gradient in Eq. (31) are

∇q exp [i(k+z − k−z )L]|q→0 =− ik̂⊥L (38)

∇q |e0 · k̂
±
⊥|

2|q→0 =±
1
k⊥
ℜ[e0(e

∗
0 · k̂⊥)] (39)

∇q (e0 · k̂
+
⊥)(e

∗
0 · k̂
−
⊥)|q→0 =

i
k⊥
ℑ[e0(e

∗
0 · k̂⊥)] . (40)

Equations (39) and (40) involve a coupling between the beam polarization e0 and the momen-
tum, which is eventually responsible for a spin Hall effect. It is interesting to notice, however,
that this coupling effectively operates only when the incident beam is prepared in a mixture of
the TE and TM modes. Indeed, if e0 = eTE

i the scalar product e0 ·k⊥ ≃ e0 ·k0∝ e x ·e y = 0. On
the other hand, if e0 = eTM

i the gradients (39) and (40) provide a contribution that is aligned
with the x axis and is negligible compared to that of Eq. (38). For this reason, from now on
we consider for the incident beam polarization the simple mixture

e0 = eσ0 ≡ (e
TM
i + iσeTE

i )/
p

2, (41)

where σ = ±1 is the beam helicity. An initial state of this form describes a circularly polarized
beam (left- or right-handed depending on the sign of σ). In this case, the term (40) yields a
contribution to R⊥ that is aligned with the y−axis:

R⊥(L) = k̂0 L + R y(L)e y , (42)

where

R y(L) = −
σ

k0

�

1−
cos L/2ℓL

cosh L/2ℓS

�

. (43)

The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (42) describes the expected straight-line, ballistic
evolution of the coherent beam along the direction of the transverse wave vector k0. This
term is independent of the choice of the polarization vector e0. The second term, on the
other hand, corresponds to a helicity-dependent transverse shift of the order of 1/k0 in the y
direction. This shift, which was previously described in non-resonant transversally disordered
media [23, 24], constitutes a spin Hall effect of light in the random array 2. This spin Hall
effect exhibits both a relaxation and harmonic oscillations, respectively controlled by the two
longitudinal spatial scales

ℓS = [ℑ(ΣTM −ΣTE)/k]
−1, ℓL = [ℜ(ΣTM −ΣTE)/k]

−1. (44)

Physically, the shift (43) stems from the interference between spin-orbit coupled photons prop-
agating in the effective medium at the two spatial frequencies k−ΣTE/k and k−ΣTM/k [second
term in Eq. (27)]. This interference involves both oscillation and relaxation effects because of
the complex nature of the self energies ΣTE/TM.

It should be noted that the general structure (43) of R y only relies on the peculiar anisotropic
geometry of the scattering medium [i.e., disordered in the plane (x , y) but not along z].
In particular, the same expression holds in continuous, non-resonant dielectric random me-
dia [23, 24], the microscopic details of the disorder only showing up through the parameters
ℓS and ℓL. What makes the discrete random array of special interest here is that, by exploiting

2In [24], it was shown that for a more general polarization state of the form e0 = (eTM
i + eiϕeTE

i )/
p

2, the
transverse shift R y involves an additional contribution proportional to cosϕ, coming from the gradient-term (39).
This contribution is also enhanced near the TM resonance. For the simplicity of the argument, however, we here
restrict ourselves to the case ϕ = ±π/2.
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Figure 5: (a) Ratios ℓscat/ℓS,L of the scattering mean free path along z to the spin Hall
mean free paths, as a function of the detuning relative to the Mie resonance atω=ω1
(here∆= (ω−ω0)/(Γ0/2) is expressed in units of∆10 = (ω1−ω0)/(Γ0/2);∆=∆10
thus corresponds to ω =ω1). Observe that the ratios exceed unity in the vicinity of
the resonance. (b) Transverse shift of the beam centroid as a function of L for various
detunings. The vertical dotted line indicates the location of the mean free path ℓscat
(for the considered near-resonant detunings, ℓscat is nearly independent of ∆). For
all plots we set m= 3, θ = 0.05 and the helicity σ = −1. The plot demonstrates that
in the vicinity of the TM resonance the spin-Hall shift appears at a smaller scale than
ℓscat.

the highly resonant character of the scatterers together with the strong dependence of the TM
resonance width upon the angle of incidence θ , it is possible to access a regime where ℓS and
ℓL become smaller than the mean free path ℓscat. This is in marked contrast with non-resonant
media, where it was found that [23,24]

ℓS,L ∼ ℓscat/ sin2 θ , (45)

so that the spin-Hall effect arises at a scale where the coherent mode has been exponentially
attenuated by multiple scattering and is, consequently, not easily detectable.

To illustrate the above property, we show in Fig. 5(a) the ratios ℓscat/ℓS,L as a function of
detuning, in the close vicinity of the TM resonance. These ratios are computed by inserting
Eqs. (23), (24) and (26) in the definitions (44). Observe that in the vicinity of this resonance,
one can easily achieve |ℓscat/ℓS,L| > 1. The reason for this striking effect is the ultra-narrow
character of the TM resonance at small angle of incidence (see Fig. 3), together with the fact
that this resonance directly governs the magnitude of ℓS,L via ΣTM [see Eqs. (24) and (26)] but
not of the mean free path ℓscat (which only depends on ΣTE, i.e., on the lowest Mie resonance).
Corresponding curves of the spin Hall shift R y vs. L near the TM resonance are shown in Fig.
5(b). Exactly at resonance, the spin Hall effect appears at a scale smaller than the mean free
path (whose position is indicated by the vertical dotted line). On the contrary, as one deviates
from the resonance, R y becomes sizeable at a much larger scale than ℓscat, with ℓS,L converging
to the non-resonant result (45).

4.4 Asymptotic limits of the spin-orbit parameters

To gain a better insight on the behavior of the SHE described above, it is instructive to examine
the analytical expressions of ℓS and ℓL in some characteristic limits. The explicit frequency
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dependence of these parameters is obtained by inserting Eqs (23), (24) and (26) into the
definitions (44):

1
ℓS
=

4n
k

�

sin2 θ
(Γ0/2)2(ω/ω0)4

(ω−ω0)2 + (Γ0/2)2(ω/ω0)4
−

(Γ1/2)2

(ω−ω1)2 + (Γ1/2)2

�

(46)

1
ℓL
=

4n
k

�

(Γ1/2)(ω−ω1)
(ω−ω1)2 + (Γ1/2)2

− sin2 θ
(Γ0/2)(ω−ω0)(ω/ω0)2

(ω−ω0)2 + (Γ0/2)2(ω/ω0)4

�

. (47)

Let us first consider the static limit ω → 0, which formally corresponds to the model of
non-resonant dielectric media discussed in [23,24]. Equation (46) gives

ℓS(ω→ 0)≃
1

sin2 θ

k
4n

�

2ω0

Γ0

�2 �ω0

ω

�4
=
ℓscat(ω→ 0)

sin2 θ
, (48)

where we have neglected the second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (46) using that
Γ1 ∼ sin2 θΓ0, and we have used the expression (35) of the mean free path in the second
equality. Similarly, from Eq. (47) we find ℓL(ω→ 0) ∼ ℓscat(ω→ 0)/ sin2 θ . We thus recover
the generic relation (45) for non-resonant materials.

Second, we examine the most interesting situation where the laser is tuned near the TM
resonance, i.e. ω ≃ ω1. In that case, the second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (46)
becomes dominant and leads to

|ℓS(ω≃ω1|)≃
k

4n
= ℓ0scat ≤ ℓscat. (49)

This confirms the result of the previous section, namely that the SHE occurs at a spatial scale
shorter than the mean free path. Note, on the other hand, that ℓL ∼ ℓ0scat/ sin2 θ ≫ ℓscat exactly
at the TM resonance. This explains the absence of oscillations in the spin Hall shift visible in
Fig. 5(b) for ∆=∆10.

In the case, finally, where the laser is tuned near the TE resonance (ω≃ω0), we find from
Eqs. (46) and (47) the same behavior as in the static limit: ℓS,L(ω≃ω0)≃ ℓscat/ sin2 θ ≫ ℓscat,
so that there is no significant SHE at the scale of the mean free path.

4.5 Giant spin Hall effect

According to Eq. (42), the spin Hall shift in a random array has a maximum value R y ∼ k−1
0 .

Although in the near paraxial regime k0/k ≫ 1 this scale greatly exceeds the optical wave-
length, in practice it remains small compared to the beam width w0 (recall that our approach
assumes a collimated beam k0w0≫ 1). This makes the SHE still hardly visible, even by operat-
ing near the TM resonance. In order to achieve a giant SHE, the last step consists in combining
the resonant excitation with a ‘weak quantum measurement’ [9, 11, 21, 22], where one per-
forms a post-selection of the polarization of the transmitted light. The principle of this method
in a random medium has been presented in [23, 24]. In short, it consists in starting from a
linearly polarized beam e0 = eTM

i . Because this beam carries no helicity, it does not yield any
SHE of the centroid (31) of the total field. The outcome, however, is different if one measures
only a portion of the transmitted field using a post-selection polarizer eout, so that

R⊥(L) =

∫

dr⊥r⊥|e∗out · E(r⊥, L)|2
∫

dr⊥|e∗out · E(r⊥, L)|2
. (50)

In the weak-measurement scheme, an enhanced SHE is achieved by choosing a post-selection
polarizer of the form eout∝ eTE

i + iδeTM
i , where |δ| ≪ 1. This can be understood by decom-

posing the initial polarization state as eTM
i = 1/2(eσ=1

0 + eσ=−1
0 ) [where eσ0 is defined by Eq.
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Figure 6: (a) Weak-measurement-based spin Hall shift Rδy(L) [Eq. (51)] vs. L for
various detunings, in the vicinity of the TM resonance. The vertical dotted line indi-
cates the position of the mean free path ℓscat. For all plots we set m = 3, θ = 0.05
and δ = −(k0w0)−1. As in Fig. 5, the shift appears at the same scale of ℓscat, but
its maximum value is now of the order of the beam width w0 thanks to the post-
selection scheme. (b) Principle of the weak measurement. When starting from a
linearly polarized state, its σ = ±1 components are shifted in opposite directions,
and the beam acquires a spatially-dependent polarization structure, its center being
linearly polarized and its far tails being circularly polarized with opposite helicities.
The weak measurement consists in selecting out one of the two tails using a conve-
niently chosen post-selection polarizer.

(41)]. Upon crossing the random array, the two σ = ±1 field components experience spin
Hall shifts of opposite signs, as illustrated in Fig 6(b). As a consequence, the beam acquires a
spatially-dependent polarization structure: the center of the beam is mostly linearly polarized
(with polarization eTM

i ), whereas its far tails are circularly polarized with opposite helicities.
Filtering the transmitted field with the polarizer eout, has then two consequences: (i) the real
part of eout, perpendicular to eTM

i , eliminates the non-shifted central part of the beam and (ii)
the imaginary part of eout selects out one of the two tails and eliminates the other, depending
on the sign of δ. A calculation similar to that of Sec. 4 precisely yields for the component
Rδy(L) of R⊥ along the y−axis:

Rδy(L) = −
δ

k0

1− e−L/2ℓS cos(L/2ℓL)

δ2 +
� 1

k0w0

�2|1− e−L/2ℓS ei L/2ℓL |2
. (51)

As compared to Eq. (43), which does not involve any post-selection, the shift (51) is now of
the order of the beam width w0 if one chooses |δ| = 1/(k0w0). Equation (51) is displayed in
Fig. 6 for various detunings in the close vicinity of the TM Mie resonance. Again, the spin Hall
shift occurs at a smaller scale than the mean free path (indicated by a vertical dotted line),
but contrary to Fig. 5(b) its maximum value is now of the order of w0. This result, which
constitutes the main finding of the paper, can be seen as a giant SHE in a random array, where
the spin Hall shift is both macroscopic and occurs at a z−scale where the coherent mode is
fully visible.
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5 Spin-orbit coupled flash of light

In the previous section, we have shown that a giant SHE can emerge in the coherent mode by
operating in the close vicinity of the TM resonance. This manifests itself by a spatial shift of the
beam in the transverse plane of the random array, visible for optically-thin arrays of thickness
L ∼ ℓscat of the order of the scattering mean free path. The next natural question is whether
the SHE can also be observed in an optically-thick random array of length L≫ ℓscat. In the case
of a stationary laser excitation considered so far, this is clearly hopeless due to the exponential
attenuation of the coherent mode as exp(−L/ℓscat). For a time-dependent excitation, on the
other hand, the resonant character of the system makes this possible by exploiting the ‘coherent
flash’ phenomenon, as we now explain.

We again consider an incident laser beam of the form (20), but now suppose that the beam
is suddenly switched off at some time t = 0:

E(k⊥, z=0, t) =
p

2πw0 exp[−(k⊥ − k0)
2w2

0/4− iωl]e0θ (−t), (52)

where θ (t) refers to the Heaviside theta function and ωl is the laser carrier frequency. In
resonant, optically-thick media, such an abrupt extinction of the laser excitation is known to
induce a coherent flash of light of the coherent mode intensity at t = 0+ [29–31]. The origin
of this effect can be understood from the decomposition (15) of the total field

E= Ein + Es (53)

as a sum of the incoming and scattered fields, Ein and Es, respectively. The coherently trans-
mitted field stems from the destructive interference between Ein and the part of Es scattered
in the forward direction. If the laser is switched off, this interference is suppressed while the
resonant scatterers continue to radiate over a time scale of the order of the inverse of the res-
onance width, leading to a flash of light. This can be mathematically formulated as follows.
When the laser is switched off, Ein(t = 0+) = 0 such that E(t = 0+) = Es(t = 0+). On the
other hand, if the medium is optically thick, E(t = 0−) ≃ 0 is exponentially attenuated, such
that Es(t = 0−) = −Ein(t = 0−). Combining these relations assuming the continuity of the
scattered field at t = 0 leads to E(t = 0+) = −Ein, i.e., a flash of light of same intensity as the
incoming beam.

Coherent flashes of light in optically-thick media have been theoretically described and
experimentally observed in resonant cold atomic gases [29]. Later on, it was also shown that
flashes of intensity larger than that of the incoming laser could even be achieved by operating
slightly away from resonance, with a maximum theoretical value of 4|Ein|2 stemming from the
general inequality |Ein + Es|2 ≤ |Ein|2 imposed by energy conservation [30].

The coherent flash is expected to take place also in our system as well, due to the reso-
nant nature of the scatterers. This offers the possibility to observe a time-dependent SHE in
optically-thick random arrays, provided the associated spin Hall shift exists on the time scale
where the flash occurs. To describe this problem, we insert the relation

exp(−iωl t)θ (−t) =

∫

dω
2π

e−iωt
�

πδ(ω−ωl)− ip.v.
�

1
ω−ωl

��

(54)

into Eq. (52), and make use of the temporal version of Eq. (27), which reads:

E(k⊥, z = L, t) =
q

2πw2
0 exp
�

−
w2

0

4
(k⊥ − k0)

2
�

∫

dω
2π

e−iωt
�

πδ(ω−ωl)− ip.v.
�

1
ω−ωl

��

×
�

e−iΣTE L/2kz e0 +
�

e−iΣTM L/2kz − e−iΣTE L/2kz
�

p(k⊥)
�

.
(55)
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The space-time intensity distribution of the coherent mode follows from

I(r⊥, L, t) =

∫

d2k⊥
(2π)2

∫

d2q
(2π)2

eiq ·r⊥E(k+⊥, L, t) · E
∗
(k−⊥, L, t) (56)

with k±⊥ = k⊥ ± q/2. Following the same lines as in Sec. 4, we end up with

I(r⊥, L, t)≃ I(L, t)e−2|r⊥−R⊥(L,t)|2/w2
0 , (57)

where

I(L, t)≡ I0

∫

d2k⊥
(2π)2

|E(k⊥, L, t)|2 = I(R⊥(L), L, t) (58)

with I0 = 2/(πw2
0), and

R⊥(L, t) =
i
∫ d2 K
(2π)2∇q[E(K+, L, t) · E

∗
(K−, L, t)]q→0

∫ d2 K
(2π)2 |E(K , L, t)|2

≡

∫

d2r⊥r⊥ I(r⊥, L, t)
∫

dr⊥ I(r⊥, L, t)
. (59)

Equations (57, 58, 59) are the time-dependent versions of Eqs. (31, 32, 33). To evaluate the
coherent mode intensity (58) and the beam centroid (59), we need to perform the Fourier
transforms with respect toω coming from Eq. (55), taking into account the explicit frequency
dependence of ΣTE,TM. To this aim and for the sake of simplicity, we drop the quadratic fre-
quency corrections in Eq. (23) and use:

ΣTE(ω) =
4nΓ0/2

ω−ω0 + iΓ0/2

ΣTM(ω) =
4nΓ1/2

ω−ω0 + iΓ1/2
+

4nΓ0/2cos2 θ

ω−ω0 + iΓ0/2
.

(60)

This allows us to derive closed formulas for I(L, t) and R⊥(L, t), which can be used for the
numerical simulations. These expressions are a little cumbersome and are given in Appendix
C for clarity.

We first show in Fig. 7(a) the coherent mode intensity vs. time following the laser extinc-
tion for three values of the detuning∆= (ω−ω0)/(Γ0/2), setting the optical thickness L/ℓ0scat
to a relatively large value. At∆= 0, we observe a coherent flash of maximum amplitude I = I0
decaying over a typical time scale ∼ Γ−1

0 ℓscat/L, i.e., a fraction of the lifetime of the TE Mie
resonance. This behavior is similar to that observed in resonant cold atomic gases [29,30]. On
the other hand, at detunings ∆≃∆10 the temporal shape of the coherent intensity acquires a
bimodal structure, with a short transient flash followed by a slowly decaying tail that persists
up to the much longer time scale ∼ Γ−1

1 ℓscat/L ∼ Γ−1
0 ℓscat/(L sin2 θ ). This long-lived tail is a

direct manifestation of the resonance at ω1, whose contribution to I(L, t) becomes significant
whenωl ∼ω1 and adds up to the contribution of the resonance atω0. In this doubly-resonant
regime, the magnitude of the flash also slightly exceeds I0.

Following the laser extinction, not only the intensity but also the spin Hall shift undergoes
a temporal evolution. Its analytical expression is given in Appendix C, in both cases where a
polarization post-selection is performed or not. We show in Fig. 7(b) its macroscopic value
Rδy(L, t) along the y−axis obtained using the weak-measurement procedure explained in Sec.

4.5, for two different detunings and a fixed value L/ℓ0scat≫ 1 of the optical thickness. Near the
TM resonance (∆ = ∆10), the shift reaches a value w0/2 over a time scale Γ−1

0 ℓscat/L, much
shorter than the duration Γ−1

1 ℓscat/L of the coherent flash. This demonstrates the relevance of
exploiting coherent flashes in resonant media to observe a sizeable value of the SHE at large
optical thicknesses. In contrast, Fig. 7(b) shows that away from the TM resonance the shift
takes a longer and longer time to appear while the flash duration becomes shorter and shorter.
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Figure 7: (a) Time evolution of the coherent mode intensity I(L, t) transmitted
through the random array, for three values of the detuning ∆ = (ωl −ω0)/(Γ0/2).
In each case the incident laser is switched off at t = 0, which results in a flash of
light at t = 0+. In the vicinity of the TM resonance (∆ = ∆10), the flash exhibits
a long-lived tail. (b) Time evolution of the macroscopic spin Hall shift, based on
the weak-measurement scheme with δ = −(k0w0)−1, for two values of the detuning
(solid curves). The corresponding intensities I(L, t)/I0 are superimposed (dashed
curves, same vertical scale). Near the TM resonance ∆=∆10, a large spin Hall shift
appears over a time window where the coherent flash is still significant. For all plots
we set m= 3, θ = 0.05 and an optical thickness L/ℓ0scat = 15.

6 Conclusion and outlook

In this paper, we have described the propagation of light in transversally disordered photonic
arrays, and showed evidence for an enhanced spin Hall effect of light in the vicinity of the
second Mie resonance of the system. This resonance is associated with the TM polarization
component of the beam impinging on the medium at an angle of incidence θ , and exhibits
an ultra-narrow spectral width scaling as θ−2. This geometrical property gives rise to a SHE
mean free path ℓS smaller than the scattering mean free path ℓscat, in strong contrast with
non-resonant materials for which ℓS ∼ ℓscat/θ

2 ≫ ℓscat. This implies that the SHE occurs at
a spatial scale where the coherent mode is still significant. Furthermore, we have provided a
temporal description of the SHE following the abrupt switch off of the incoming beam. In this
scenario, the resonant nature of the photonic array leads to a flash of light in the coherently
transmitted signal, which allows to detect the coherent mode in the regime of large optical
thickness. Again in the vicinity of the TM resonance, we have shown evidence for a long-
lived flash of light together with the emergence of a sizeable spin Hall effect in the same time
window.

A natural extension of this work would be to account for the spin-orbit corrections in
the multiple-scattering signal, which is the main component of the total field at large optical
thickness. Combined with the resonance phenomenon pointed out in the present work, such an
analysis might reveal new important effects. Another interesting direction of research would
be to provide a geometric-phase description of spin-orbit interactions in a random medium,
following similar approaches proposed in deterministic systems [14,35,36].
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A Scattering by a cylinder: Mie coefficients

Mie theory provides an exact solution to electromagnetic-wave scattering by objects of arbi-
trary size. In the case of an infinitely-long cylinder, analytical expressions for the Mie coeffi-
cients entering Eq. (7) are available [32]. We report them here:

anI =
CnVn − BnDn

WnVn + iD2
n

, bnI =
WnBn + iDnCn

WnVn + iD2
n

, anII = −
AnVn − iCnDn

WnVn + iD2
n

, (61)

where

An =iξ
�

ξJ ′n(η)Jn(ξ)−ηJn(η)J
′
n(ξ)
�

Bn =ξ
�

m2ξJ ′n(η)Jn(ξ)−ηJn(η)J
′
n(ξ)
�

Cn =n cosθηJn(η)Jn(ξ)(ξ
2/η2 − 1)

Dn =n cosθηJn(η)H
(1)
n (ξ)(ξ

2/η2 − 1)

Vn =ξ
�

m2ξJ ′n(η)H
(1)
n (ξ)−ηJn(η)H

(1)′
n (ξ)
�

Wn =iξ
�

ηJn(η)H
(1)′
n (ξ)− ξJ ′n(η)H

(1)
n (ξ)
�

(62)

with ξ= kρ sinθ , η= kρ
p

m2 − cos2 θ , and Jn and H(1)n are the Bessel and Hankel functions
of the first kind, respectively.

B Parameters of lowest Mie resonances

In this appendix, we provide the analytical expressions of the resonance frequencies ω0,1 and
widths Γ0,1 of the two lowest Mie resonances of a dielectric cylinder. These expressions are
obtained by linearizing the Bessel functions in Eq. (62) in the vicinity of the first zeros of the
denominators of b0I and a1I. For the lowest Mie resonance we find

ω0=
c0/8ρ

γ+ln a sinθ
2
p

m2−1

�

adm2

c
p

m2 − 1
−

√

√ a2d2m4

c2(m2 − 1)
−
�

8+
4a2dm2

c(m2 − 1)

��

4γ+4 ln
a sinθ

2
p

m2 − 1

��

(63)

and

Γ0 =
ρ

c0

4πω2
0

√

√

a2d2m4

c2(m2−1) −
�

8+ 4a2dm2

c(m2−1)

��

4γ+ 4 ln a sinθ
2
p

m2−1

�

, (64)

where γ is the Euler’s constant and a = 1.84118378, b = 0.2051107, c = 0.581865 and
d = 0.8204428. We also recall that θ is the angle of incidence of the laser on the cylinder, ρ is
the cylinder radius and m is the refractive index of the cylinder with respect to the surrounding
medium. Similarly, for the TM Mie resonance we find

ω1 =
c0

ρ

�

α
p

m2 − 1
+

mα sin2 θ

m2 − 1

�

γ+ ln
α sinθ

2
p

m2 − 1

��

(65)
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and

Γ1 =
c0

ρ

mαπ sin2 θ

m2 − 1
, (66)

where α= 2.4048. In particular, at very small angle Eq. (65) reduces to Eq. (11) of the main
text. In the limit θ → 0 the width Γ0 goes to zero very slowly, whereas Γ1 vanishes very fast
due to the sin2 θ scaling.

C Coherent mode intensity and spin Hall shift following laser ex-
tinction

To compute the coherent-mode intensity I(L, t) following a laser extinction, we insert Eq. (55)
into Eq. (58) and perform the integral over momentum. This gives

I(L, t) = I0

�

�

�

�

∫

dω
2π

e−iωt
�

πδ(ω−ωl)− ip.v.
�

1
ω−ωl

��

×
�

e−iΣTE L/2kz e0 −
�

e−iΣTE L/2kz − e−iΣTM L/2kz
�

p(k0)
�

�

�

�

�

2

.

(67)

Then we express the exponential terms exp(−iΣTE,TM L/2kz) as infinite series using Eqs. (60),
for instance:

exp(−iΣTE L/2kz) =
∞
∑

p=0

1
p!

�

−
iz

2ℓ0scat

Γ0/2
ω−ω0 + iΓ0/2

�p

, (68)

and perform the frequency integrals in Eq. (67) using the residue theorem. The calculation is
tedious but straightforward. It gives

I(L, t) =
I0

2

�

|F(L, t)|2 + |G(L, t)|2
�

(69)

where

G(L, t) =
∞
∑

p=0

1
p!

�

−
L

2ℓ0scat

iΓ0/2
δ0 + iΓ0/2

�p Γ (p, (Γ0/2− iδ0)t)
Γ (p) (70)

and

F(L, t) = exp
�

−
L

2ℓ0scat

iΓ1/2
−∆ω− i∆Γ/2

� ∞
∑

p=0

1
p!

�

−
L cos2 θ

2ℓ0scat

iΓ0/2
δ0 + iΓ0/2

�p Γ (p, (Γ0/2− iδ0)t)
Γ (p)

+ exp
�

−
L cos2 θ

2ℓ0scat

iΓ0/2
∆ω+ i∆Γ/2

� ∞
∑

p=0

1
p!

�

−
L

2ℓ0scat

iΓ1/2
δ1 + iΓ1/2

�p Γ (p, (Γ1/2− iδ1)t)
Γ (p)

+
∞
∑

p=0

p−1
∑

s=1

1
p!

�

−
L cos2 θ

2ℓ0scat

iΓ0/2
δ0 + iΓ0/2

�p Γ (p− s, (Γ0/2− iδ0)t)
Γ (p− s)

×
�

δ0 + iΓ0/2
∆ω+ i∆Γ/2

�s

Ms

�

−
L

2ℓ0scat

iΓ1/2
−∆ω− i∆Γ/2

�

+
∞
∑

p=0

p−1
∑

s=1

1
p!

�

−
L

2z0
s

iΓ1/2
δ1 + iΓ1/2
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×
�
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(71)
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Here Γ (n, x) is the upper incomplete Gamma function, Ms(x) = 1F1(1+s, 2, x)x with 1F1 being
the Kummer’s confluent hypergeometric function, and the various detunings are defined as

δ0 =ωl −ω0

δ1 =ωl −ω1

∆ω=ω1 −ω0

∆Γ =Γ1 − Γ0 .

(72)

The calculation of the spin Hall shift of the coherent mode after the laser extinction is per-
formed using Eq. (59) and follows the same strategy as in the stationary case. We find:

R y(L, t) = −
σ

k0

�

1−
2ℜ[F∗(L, t)G(L, t)
|F(L, t)|2 + |G(L, t)|2

�

. (73)

The time-dependent spin Hall shift following from the weak-measurement procedure with
eout∝ ŷ + iδx̂ ′ as a post-selection polarizer, finally, is given by:

Rδy(L, t) = −
δ

k0

|F(L, t)|2 −ℜ[F∗(L, t)G(L, t)]

δ2|F(L, t)|2 +
� 1

k0w0

�2|G(L, t)− F(L, t)|2
. (74)
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